Jackie Robinson and the Integration of Baseball (Turning Points in History)

An extraordinary book ... invitingly written and brisk.--Chicago TribunePerhaps no one has
ever told the tale [of Robinsons arrival in the major leagues] so well as [Simon] does in this
extended essay.--The Washington Post Book WorldScott Simon tells a compelling story of
risk and sacrifice, profound ugliness and profound grace, defiance and almost unimaginable
courage. This is a meticulously researched, insightful, beautifully written book, one that
should be read, reread, and remembered.--Laura Hillenbrand, author of the New York Times
bestseller SeabiscuitThe integration of baseball in 1947 had undeniable significance for the
civil rights movement and American history. Thanks to Jackie Robinson, a barrier that had
once been believed to be permanent was shattered--paving the way for scores of African
Americans who wanted nothing more than to be granted the same rights as any other human
being.In this book, renowned broadcaster Scott Simon reveals how Robinsons heroism
brought the country face-to-face with the question of racial equality. From his days in the army
to his ascent to the major leagues, Robinson battled bigotry at every turn. Simon deftly traces
the journey of the rookie who became Rookie of the Year, recalling the taunts and threats, the
stolen bases and the slides to home plate, the trials and triumphs. Robinsons number, 42, has
been retired by every club in major league baseball--in homage to the man who had to hang
his first Brooklyn Dodgers uniform on a hook rather than in a locker.
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Chicago TribunePerhaps no one has ever told the tale [of Robinsons arrival in the Jackie
Robinson and the Integration of ball (Turning Points in History).Jackie Robinson, breaking
baseballs colour barrier, gathered more attention than any Throughout its long history, Major
League Baseball has operated under the premise .. Consider, for a shortcut to the point, the
observations of Clark Griffith, owner of the .. But they werent the only team turning down
direct invitations. Jackie Robinson From the 1920s through the 1950s two baseball Branch
Rickey Wanted to integrate baseball but needed someone specialJackie Robinson and the
integration of baseball Publication date: 2002 Title Variation: Jackie Robinson Series:
Turning points Available in another form: Online . Jackie Robinson and race in America : a
brief history with documents. Thanks to Jackie Robinson, a barrier that had once been
believed to be permanent was The integration of baseball in 1947 had undeniable significance
for the civil rights movement and American history. Turning Points.Explore articles from the
History Net archives about Jackie Robinson . Branch Rickey had launched a noble experiment
to integrate major league baseball. . There were indications, however, that the tide was turning
in favor of integration. . abuse during those games with the Phillies almost led him to the
breaking point.Jackie Robinson breaking Major League Baseballs color barrier is a turning
point in American history because it pioneered racial integration in sports.Historical Paper.
Page 2. 1. Jackie Robinson integrated Major League Baseball in 1947. This was turning point
in African-American sports and integration.Jackie Robinson and the Integration of Baseball
(9780471261537) by Scott Simon. new Turning Points series focusing on defining historical
events-deals Jackie Robinsons entry into Major League Baseball was a turning point in history
because, over time, he changed the way white people thought of black people.All about Jackie
Robinson and the Integration of Baseball by Scott Simon. LibraryThing is a cataloging and
social networking Series: Turning Points in History Synopsis: An extraordinary book . . .
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invitingly written and brisk. --Chicago Tribune Perhaps no one has ever told the tale [of
Robinsons arrival in the major Thanks to Jackie Robinson, a barrier that had once been
believed to be The integration of baseball in 1947 had undeniable significance for the civil
rights movement and American history. . Turning Points in HistoryJackie Robinson and the
Integration of Baseball by Scott Simon, 9780470170410, available at Book Depository
Paperback Turning Points in History · English.Jackie Robinson and the Integration of ball
(Turning Points in History) [Scott The integration of baseball in 1947 had undeniable
significance for the civil rights
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